Abstract
Introduction
shown to work well in practice (Laloy and Vrugt 2012) . This section provides an overview of 143 the method, but readers are referred to Vrugt et al. (2003b) for mathematical details.
144
MSU begins by generating a relatively small sample of parameter sets from the specified 145 joint prior distribution. The sample size s is selected by the user, and the prior distribution is a 146 joint uniform distribution with bounds that are specified by the user. The bounds represent the 147 plausible range for each parameter before the calibration data are considered. A uniform 148 distribution is used because initially no set of parameter values within the range is considered 149 more likely than any other.
150
After the initial parameter sets have been generated, they are sorted from most likely to evolve the parameter sets, while the Markov Chains track this evolution.
173
Trial parameter sets are then generated for each complex and considered as replacements parameter sets in the corresponding Markov Chain and compares this ratio to a 177 specified threshold. If this ratio is less than the threshold, then a candidate parameter set is (Vrugt et al. 2003b ), the threshold is large (10 6 ), so new parameter sets are usually generated 182 from normal distributions centered on the current parameter set of the Markov Chain.
183
The candidate parameter set is accepted if the ratio of the likelihood of this parameter set 184 to the likelihood of the current parameter set is greater than a random number generated from a 185 uniform distribution between 0 and 1. This criterion implies that the generated parameter set is 186 always accepted if its likelihood is larger than the current parameter set, and it is still accepted on convergence, trace plots of the sequentially-generated parameter values are also inspected to 209 confirm stability in the distributions.
210
The parameter sets that are generated after convergence are consistent with the posterior available models. This probability is denoted ) ,..., | (
and is calculated as: shear stress:
where B r B is the reference Shield's number and B j is the Shield's parameter of the sediment size 283 class j computed as:
B j B is the exposure/hiding factor, which accounts for the reduction in the critical shear stress for 286 particles that are large relative to surrounding sediment particles and the increase in the critical 287 shear stress for relatively small particles. It can be written:
where  is a constant in the Parker (1990) SRH-1D uses a total adaptation length tot L to calculate the length over which transport 302 capacity is reached:
where f s is the fraction of suspended load as computed in Greimann et al. (2008) be included when assessing uncertainty in sediment transport model forecasts.
507

BMA Results
508
BMA was used to determine weights for the three transport equations based on their 509 ability to reproduce the observations for the calibration period, and these weights are reported in 510   Table 4 . A separate set of model parameters was calibrated for each of the transport equations. The forecasts produced by the BMA weightings of the transport equations match the 526 observations better than the individual models do, which suggests that the weights still have 527 value for the forecast period.
528
When sediment grain size outputs are analyzed with BMA, the BMA results are rather 529 different. As Table 4 ( Fig. 7(c) ), the IQR for the Parker equation is larger than the BMA IQR, but the Parker equation
560
is not used in the BMA estimate. Examining the sediment grain size data for the Pender et al.
561
(2001) case (Fig. 7(f) ), the IQR for BMA is much larger than the IQR for any individual model.
562
The individual models have low uncertainty because the values of their parameters are 563 constrained relatively well (Table 3) . However, even the most likely parameter values for each 564 equation do not produce good performance (Fig. 2(e) ), which ultimately produces a large IQR the size of the white bar is given in (f) because it is much larger than the other bars shown.
